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Due to high volume and demand for auto detailing services this time of year, and our
involvement in detailing many vehicles for the Pebble Beach Concours d'Elegance, we are
booked up until the week of 9/10-2017.

This page is currently still under construction but will give you a rough idea of our pricing. Keep
in mind this is a very small list of services we offer. If you are price shopping or looking for the
cheapest detail in town, Central Coast Auto Spa is probably not the shop for you. We are NOT
the cheapest detail shop in town. Proper auto detailing takes time, patience, skill, training, lots
of specialty tools, cleaners & chemicals, insurance etc. Thus we have found in this industry, you
absolutely get what you pay for.

The pricing for our details is highly dependent on vehicle condition. Overly dirty
interiors/exteriors or vehicles that have not been detailed in the past year usually take more
time, and thus will cost more than vehicles that are maintained and detailed regularly.

Complete Interior Detail

$160 - $300+
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This service involves a complete detailing of the entire interior of the vehicle including all of the
following:
- Upholstery
- Carpeting
- Leather (deep cleaning and conditioning included)
- Headliner
- Seat belts
- Windows
- Dash
- Door panels
- Vents
- All compartments and cup holders
We utilize steam, hot water carpet extractors, air compressors, and an arsenal of brushes
and cleaners to get the vehicle interior as clean as possible.
This service is for those who
are looking for an interior-only detail, nothing on the exterior.
The time requirement usually ranges from 4 to 6+ hours to complete.

*
Additional charges will apply to vehicles that have pet hair, are excessively dirty, or have
biohazard material present (blood, vomit, urine etc.).

Complete Exterior Detail

$140 - 265+

This service involves a complete detailing of the entire exterior of the vehicle including all of the
following:

- Thorough cleaning of all exterior surfaces including all painted surfaces, windows, wheels,
tires, fender wells, door jams, front and back bumpers, grilles or grille inserts, exterior plastic
and trim, convertible tops (if applicable), exhaust tips, etc.
- Removal of exterior tar buildup and iron paint contamination.
- Clay bar to remove bonded paint contaminants.
- Sealant and/or wax application on painted surfaces and exterior plastic.
- Application of dressing on tires and fender wells.
We utilize many different methods including various cleaners, brushes, pressure washers,
foam guns-cannons, and contaminant dissolving chemicals to get the exterior of your car as
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clean as possible. We only use the highest quality microfiber and lambs wool wash mitts and
towels to ensure that the exterior of your vehicle gets clean without installing scratches or swirls.
This service is for those who are looking for an exterior-only detail, nothing on the interior.
The time requirement usually ranges from 4 to 6+ hours to complete.

The price can vary greatly depending on the size and condition of the vehicle.
*
Additional charges will apply to vehicles that are excessively dirty (mud, road paint, tar,
overspray, etc.) or that require excessive work (iron or paint contamination removal) in order to
prepare the paint for sealant or wax.)

Complete Interior and Exterior Detail Package
$265 - 500+
This service includes
everything listed for the complete interior and exterior details listed above.
This is a package value for those who want a complete detailing of their vehicle inside and out.

The price can vary greatly depending on the size and condition of the vehicle.

*Additional charges will apply to any detail that required excessive amounts of time to
complete properly. Please see some of the potential variables listed above.
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